Gridserv Available Services
(Logout when you finish using the services!)

- Globus Command
- Condor Command
- Tier2 User Analysis Jobs...
- EDG2 Commands...

- Grid3...
- USCMS DPE Packaging...
  - [CVS Check Out mop_submitter and McRunjob]
  - CVS Check Out DPE Pacman Files
  - Edit Pacman Files
  - Create TARBALL and Store
  - CVS Commit Updates
  - CVS Tag For Candidate Release
  - Document DPE Package Release
  - Pre-Publish Release Candidate

- USCMS MOP...
- DPE Client...

Make your changes in the following section, then submit them using the button below.

CVS Check Out mop_submitter and McRunjob

Check Out Work Directory...
/home/bockjoo/services/cmprod/gridprom

or enter a check out work directory name...

MOP Submitter CVS TAG for the DPE packaging...
Digi2004_1

or enter a mop_submitter cvs tag...

McRunjob CVS TAG for the DPE packaging...
dev040209-MOP

or enter a mop_submitter cvs tag...

Execute